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Am I getting the most I can 

from my software tools?



What I hear from senior management

▪We’ve spent lots of money

▪We’ve got modern tools

▪We just aren’t getting the productivity we expected

▪We don’t know why …



Getting the most from your software

requires modern tools but also a solid plan 

executed by trained, motivated users. 



Keep Exploring Your Tools
How else can you access the latest 

productivity enhancing features?



But … Use the Right Features
That work best for your needs



Motivate via Mission
Let software support the mission



Standardize and Train
To gain consistency and quality 



Use the Deming Cycle
To constantly improve 



Success with software is not an accident!  It 

doesn’t “just happen” it is the result of 

investigation and strategic planning.



But How Do We Do It?
With the right mindset and best practices.



Tools ≠ Results 
Once we start using BIM everything

will work like magic, right?



An Example:  Failure

Lotus Riverside Complex

Shanghai

June 27, 2009

Modern tools, bad analysis, good 

old fashioned failure!

Do modern tools guarantee great 

results?



An Example: Success

The Sphinx and Great Pyramid

Giza, Egypt

c. 2540 BC

Primitive tools, unknown 

construction techniques, 

enduring quality!

Do limited tools deter great 

results?



What do software tools do then?

▪Software can accelerate design

▪Software allows faster project completion

▪Only if:

▪The project is well managed

▪Software usage is defined

▪Users are well trained …



Good to Great
by Jim Collins

Read this book!

I would like to thank Mr. Collins 

for changing the way I think 

about software management. 



Technology Accelerators
Look for software features that accelerate

your project goals.



Accelerator features

How do you know which features to pursue?  

▪Those that accelerate your business!

▪Those that serve client needs

▪Those that increase quality …



Non-Accelerator features

How do you know which features to avoid?  

▪Those that are too hard to use

▪Those that undo more than they do

▪Those that are unduly disruptive 

▪Adjust training and standards to match …



No matter what software tools you implement 

make sure you emphasize the tools/functions that 

speed you up while skipping the parts that slow 

you down!



Create Curiosity
Make sure everybody knows about 

accelerators and wants to learn these 

compelling new features.



Curiosity makes new things exciting 

rather than frightening which makes training 

easier and faster



Your Mission = Your Tools
Tools do not define the mission



Big mission - Low tech

Apollo Saturn V

NASA, USA

1967

38K ROM, and 2K of RAM 

@ 0.0000002 GHz

24x12x6 inches – 70 lbs

2000 mA @ 28V (55 Watts) 

Mission:  Go to the moon



High tech – Mission?

iPhone 14

Apple, USA

2022

512 GB storage, 8 GB RAM 

3.4/2.0 GHz 6 core CPU

5.8x2.8x0.3 inches – 6 ounces

300 mA @ 3.7V (1.1 Watts) 

Mission:  Posting to Socials



Never believe that having great software

tools guarantees project success – unless

a mission drives its usage.



Motivation via Mission
Accomplishing projects with software 

you never thought you could



Mission:  Articulation of Goals 

▪Don’t say:  We’re going to use Revit.

▪Do say :  We’re going to be the best AEC firm in our 

area and Revit will help us do that.



Method:  Acknowledging changing methods 

Don’t say:  This is going to be really, really hard.

Do say :  We’ll have to change but it is worth it.

And:  We will find better ways to work.



Improve:  Persistence

Don’t say :  We’re done now let’s relax

Do ask :  How will we do this better next time?



Give your team a mission to accomplish not a 

piece of software they have to learn.  Challenge 

them to do better then watch them do it.



Pilot Projects
Prove new work methods and tools 

with pilot project testing.



CAD Example:  The Pilot Project

You will need test pilots!

▪ Self learners

▪Hard workers

▪Those who love a challenge

▪These are your test pilots …



Standardize and Train (Again)
To make new processes permanent

and keep repeating!



Constantly Improve
Plan-Do-Check-Act  - Repeat 



Deming Cycle of Persistence

Keep defining the right missions, do the pilot projects, 

train and motivate the users and success becomes a 

habit.

▪Teams stay focused on mission

▪Pilot projects yield real results

▪Arguing and resistance are banished

▪You get the most from your software …



Don’t let a lack of mission or discipline derail 

your software plan.  Your productivity

and software ROI depends on it.
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